MANUFACTURING
Engineering insights for safe,
sustainable, and high-performing
manufacturing facilities to meet
regulatory compliance.

INSIGHT THAT FUELS
PERFORMANCE
For clients in the manufacturing sector, RWDI delivers
tools that help plant managers and owners optimize
infrastructure and operations for local conditions. Combining
deep technical expertise with a strong focus on clients’
priorities—from regulatory compliance to corporate
sustainability goals—our team delivers customized insights
that support responsible and profitable performance.

RWDI is a valuable partner
to clients seeking to...
Fulfill Expectations
• Navigate complex and changing
regulatory regimes
• Manage product and
consumer environmental
stewardship requirements
• Respond to community concerns
with clarity and evidence
• Mitigate environmental impacts
• Ensure safe operations and
as-designed performance
• Translate technical rigor into
concrete, sustainable value

Explore Innovations

Meet Challenges

• Find creative, win-win solutions to
regulatory and technical challenges
• Find optimal ways to balance
competing priorities
• Determine how Climate Change
and Climate Disclosure reporting
affect your company
• Learn how new materials
and technologies can boost
your green performance
• Translate technical insights into
CSR scorecards, measurements
and operational realities

• Troubleshoot issues such as
noise, odour, dust, and waste
• Plan and enhance waste
stewardship programs
• Improve your facilities' resilience
to extreme weather
• Reduce carbon footprint
• Provide solutions to your
processes or supply chain
• Strike the right balance between
risk management, operational
goals and strategic thinking

Create Opportunities
• Optimize operations and
logistics with client-centred
engineering support
• Smoothly execute environmental
assessments and permitting
processes with experienced support
• Improve stakeholder engagement
by including engineers and
scientists who combine technical
expertise with excellent
communication skills

PLANNING
& DESIGN
Our team works alongside planners,
architects, fellow engineers, and
construction teams to optimize the
design of manufacturing facilities.
RWDI’s engineers and scientists

Source (Stack) Testing

OPERATION

Air Quality &
Ambient Monitoring

We help clients in the manufacturing sector optimize their

Sustainability

Emissions Monitoring
& Reduction

impact, and advance their corporate sustainability goals.

Energy Modelling

Pollution Prevention

monitoring approaches as well as regulatory requirements,

Land Use Planning
Acoustics, Noise
& Vibration

to logistics. Clients benefit not just
from our extensive environmental
engineering capabilities, but from our
renowned expertise in building science
and sustainability. Our teams have
delivered design guidance to enhance
the performance of hundreds of
advanced facilities around the world—
from laboratories to skyscrapers.

Air Quality & Odour

Dust Management

Light Pollution

GHG Accounting
& Verification

Waste Planning

Industrial Ventilation

Water Management

Odour

Waste Management

Waste Management

Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD)

Waste Audits

Logistics
Climate Change
Adaptation

CONSTRUCTION
During construction, we work with
you to achieve regulatory compliance,
support safe conditions, and ensure

schedules. Our teams provide a range
of useful tools and insights to help
achieve project goals, such as custom
weather forecasts and specialized
vibration monitoring software.

Knowledgeable about a diverse range of measurement and

refine their systems and realize their business goals. Our inhouse software development team creates and customizes
applications that combine power, accuracy, and usability to
enable outstanding real-time reporting and risk management.
Our technical capabilities are fuelled by a renowned culture of
collaboration. Your goals are our goals. By listening closely we
understand your context, priorities, and challenges. We work
alongside you to develop smart, workable solutions that move the
dial in the areas that matter most to you and your stakeholders.

Water Management

Snow Loading

Weather Forecasting
& Modelling

Acoustics, Noise
& Vibration

Climate Change
Adaptation

Corporate Social
Responsibility

Energy Consulting

Stewardship

Energy Modelling

Occupational Hygiene

Hazard & Risk

Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD)

Noise & Vibration
Air Quality
Ambient Monitoring

environmental responsibility at the
site, while adhering to budgets and

operations, understand and mitigate their environmental

we have a record of developing innovative tools to help firms

inform environmental teams on
issues ranging from land-use planning

?

Weather Forecasting
Environmental
Site Assessments
Soil Management
Water & Dewatering
Management
Waste Management

Waste Management
Water Management

Soil Remediation
Alternative
Property Use
Hydrogeology

REHABILITATION &
DECOMMISSIONING
When a manufacturing facility and related assets reach end
of life, our team works with operators to decommission
them responsibly and undertake any remediation that may
be necessary—whether it's due to a firm’s own corporate
responsibility standards or regulatory requirements.

Acoustics, Noise
& Vibration

Services
RWDI’s core practice areas bring together a
diverse array of capabilities around a common
purpose: meeting the immediate aims and
broader business goals of our clients.

Solar

Wind

Energy

Building
Physics

Master
Planning

Building
Enclosures

Sports
Aerodynamics

Geoscience

Climate Change
& Resiliency

Commissioning
Environmental
Software

Sustainability
& Certification

Meteorology
& Climate

Stewardship,
CSR & GHG
Vibration
& Motion

Snow,
Ice & Rain

Noise &
Acoustics

Dust
& Sand
Waste
Field
Services

RWDI Global Headquarters:
600 Southgate Drive, Guelph,
Ontario, Canada N1G 4P6
Tel: +1.519.823.1311
We are where you are. Visit our website to see our local offices.

rwdi.com
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